Tennis Tournament Results
Battle in the Bay
Sep 22-24, 2023 at San Francisco, Calif. (California Tennis Club)

Singles competition

32  #8 Inaki Montes (Virginia) def. Constantinos Koshis (Arizona State) 6-1, 6-3
16  #8 Inaki Montes (Virginia) def. #123 Lui Maxted (TCU) 6-2, 6-7, 6-4
qf  #37 Ronnie Hohmann (Michigan State) def. #8 Inaki Montes (Virginia) 6-7, 6-3, 6-2
   #8 Inaki Montes (Virginia) vs. #11 Karlis Ozolins (Illinois) no result
32  #13 J vd Schulenburg (Virginia) def. #86 Nate Bonetto (Florida) 7-6, 6-2
16  #13 J vd Schulenburg (Virginia) def. Carl Overbeck (California) 5-7, 6-1, 6-2
qf  #26 Jack Pinnington (TCU) def. #13 J vd Schulenburg (Virginia) 6-0, 7-5
   #27 Iiro Vasa (San Diego) def. #13 J vd Schulenburg (Virginia) 2-6, 6-1, 10-4

Doubles competition

Inaki Montes/J vd Schulenburg (Virginia) def. Nate Bonetto/Aidan Kim (Florida) 8-4

Tournament notes: